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Abstract

A new efficient type I architecture for motion estima-
tion in video sequences based on the Full-Search Block-
Matching (FSBM) algorithm is proposed in this paper.
This architecture presents minimum latency, maximum
throughput and full utilization of the hardware resources,
combining both pipelining and parallel processing tech-
niques. The implementation of an array processor for
motion estimation in a single-chip using0:25�m CMOS
technology is presented. Experimental results show that
this processor is able to estimate motion vectors in 4CIF
video sequences at a rate of 16 frames/s.

1. Introduction

In the last few years, video coding systems have
been assuming an increasingly important role in several
application areas tied in with digital television, video-
phone and video-conference, video-surveillance and with
the storage of video data. Several video compression
standards have been established for these different ap-
plications [1], exploiting both spatial and temporal re-
dundancies of video sequences to achieve the required
compression rates. Among these techniques, motion-
compensation has proved to be a fundamental technique
to improve interframe prediction in video coding.

Motion estimation requires a huge amount of compu-
tations. Consequently, a great research effort has been
made to develop efficient dedicated structures and spe-
cialized processors [6]. Due to their regular processing
scheme and simple control structures, FSBM algorithms
have been the most widely used in VLSI implementations,
providing optimal estimation results and leading to fast
and efficient processing structures. Moreover, the sum of
absolute differences (SAD) matching criteria has been ex-
tensively applied in these processors, due to its simplicity
and satisfactory results.

Several different structures have been proposed over
the last few years [4, 9, 3, 2]. Most of them are 2-D or
1-D arrays derived from the Dependence Graph (DG) of
the FSBM algorithm. However, a comparative analysis
of these architectures shows that none of them provides a
maximum and constant throughput neither a full utiliza-
tion of the hardware resources.

The main goal of the research presented in this paper
is the analysis and development of a new and efficient ar-
ray architecture for motion estimation in video sequences
based on the FSBM algorithm. This new architecture uses
theAB2 typearchitecture proposed by Vos [9] and its pe-
culiar processing scheme as the basis for the present re-
search. In fact, it will be shown that Vos’ architecture
can be significantly improved in what concerns both the
latency and the hardware requirements. The amount of
memory used to store the search area data can be substan-
tially reduced through a full utilization of the hardware
resources. Moreover, the time wasted to fill the processor
pipeline whenever a new reference block and search area
are needed can be avoided, by introducing in the architec-
ture an extra layer with pre-fetch registers.

The proposed architecture was described using fully
parameterizable IEEE-VHDL code and its functionality
was thoroughly tested. Fast arithmetic units for addition
and absolute difference computation were also designed,
based on prefix-adder and binary adder tree structures. An
integrated circuit for motion estimation was developed,
by making use of the proposed architecture and using a
standard cell library of a CMOS -0:25 �m technology
process. Experimental results show that the implemented
circuit is able to estimate motion vectors in 4CIF video
sequences at a rate of 16 frames/s.

2. FSBM Architectures

In this section, the efficiency of the main systolic archi-
tectures proposed over the last few years for the FSBM al-
gorithm is compared. Those architectures can be regarded
as regular arrays of Processor Element (PE)s, where each
PE computes the SAD similarity measure. The number of
PEs that compose the array defines the concurrency level
of the estimation process, which is usually dependent on
the used performance versus circuit area trade-off.

The FSBM algorithm can be described using the four
nested loops presented in fig. 1: the inner(u; v) loops per-
form the matching calculation for a given candidate mac-
roblock, while the outer(; l) loops are responsible for the
displacements inside the search area, to test all the consid-
ered candidate macroblocks. The specific characteristics
of a given FSBM architecture are defined by the consid-
ered configuration and by the set of loops that are executed
in parallel. Assuming, for example, that the variablel in
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Figure 1: FSBM algorithm using the SAD similarity function.

the algorithm of fig. 1 is set to a fixed value and that each
PE performs the primitive operationSAD, a 3D DG can
be derived [5]. Systolic array structures can be derived by
applying the usual operations to project the DG and ob-
tain array structures defined in lower dimensional spaces:
index projection, time scheduling and graph folding [5].
Architectures are usually classified according to the set
of projections performed, giving rise to 1-D structures if
multi-projection techniques are applied. Their execution
time is dependent on the specific arrangement of data sup-
ply and on the number of projections performed in the re-
timing procedure.

One of the first discussions about FSBM architectures
classification was presented by Komarek and Pirsch [4].
They have discussed the characteristics of a set of 2-D
and 1-D arrays, obtained by reducing the dimension of
the original DG using traditional index projection, time
scheduling and graph folding techniques [5]. The main
difference between these arrays is the exploited process-
ing concurrency, implying the usage of different structures
and different number of PEs (#PE). The so calledtype I -
AB2bidimensional structure requires#PE = N2, while
theAS2 typearray uses#PE = N�(2p+1). By project-
ing the DG twice, one-dimensional arrays are obtained,
such as theAB1structure, with#PE = N , and theAS1
structure, with#PE = 2p+ 1.

Vos and Stegherr [9] proposed an improved version of
thetype I - AB2two-dimensional structure, which presents
some significant advantages in what concerns the process-
ing time. They also proposed another structure that was
obtained by reversing the processing order of the four
loops of the FSBM algorithm: by indexing the inner loops
with the variable pair(; l), all candidate macroblocks
are considered whenever a different pixel of the reference
macroblock is read from the frame memory at a given
clock cycle. Anothertype I architecture was proposed
by Hsieh [3], with some improvements in what concerns
the transfer of data into the processing circuit. In his pro-
posal, the reference macroblock pixels are supplied as a
series of one-dimensional data through a set of delay ele-
ments. Chang [2] proposed an alternative notation for the
DG representation in order to improve the four loop based
model: instead of nodes and links, he repeatedly allocated
a two dimension(u; v) projection (slice) in the(; l) two-

dimensional space (tiling). If some conditions are met,
Chang’s model provides a hardware utilization rate very
close to the optimal (100%). However, this is only possi-
ble if multiple data input lines are used.

Array processors can be classified according to their
performance level, which is related to the number of clock
cycles (T ) required to estimate the motion vectors. This
last measure is usually the most important figure of merit
used to compare architectures intended to work in real
time. The values of#PE andT of the referred archi-
tectures are presented in table 1. For comparison pur-
poses, the limit situation, corresponding to a processor ar-
ray with a single PE, designated by SinglePE architecture,
was also considered. It is worth noting that, in practice,
the real values ofT can be greater than those presented
in table 1. Frequently, extra clock cycles are necessary to
fill the pipeline and dummy results are often computed to
preserve a regular data flow.

The circuit area (A�) and the processing time (T �)
were estimated by parameterizing the set of expressions
presented in table 1 in terms ofk = pN . The obtained
results are presented in figures 2 and 3, respectively, us-
ing logarithmic scales to accommodate the large range of
values.

In AB1 and type I architectures the circuit area is in-
dependent of the search window size (N andN2 process-
ing elements, respectively), while inAS1, AS2andtype II
structures it increases significantly with the dimension of
this window. Therefore, these last structures are usually
advantageous for small sized search windows (p � N=2),
while the formers offer advantages for greater search ar-
eas. In what concerns the processing time, while for most
architectures it increases with the search window size, it
remains constant for thetype II structure. This result was
already expected, since one PE is used to compute the sim-
ilarity measure of each candidate macroblock.

Table 1: FSBM systolic structures.

Architecture #PE T

SinglePE 1 N2 � (2p+ 1)2
AB1 N N � (2p+ 1)� (2p+N)
AS1 2p+ 1 N � (2p+N)� (2p+ 1)
type I - AB2 N �N (2p+ 1)� (2p+N)
type I - Vos N �N (2p+ 1)2
type I - Hsieh N �N (2p+N)2
AS2 N � (2p+ 1) N � (2p+ 1)
type II (2p+ 1)� (2p+ 1) N2
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Figure 2: Circuit area (A�) in function of k = pN (N=16).
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Among all these array structures, thetype I architec-
ture proposed by Vos and Stegherr [9] was recognized as
one of the most efficient structures [7]. Its main advan-
tages are the short processing time and the limited amount
of required hardware resources, when compared with the
other bidimensional structures. However, this architecture
still has some non-exploited features, which can be used
to significantly improve its efficiency in terms of hardware
requirements and parallelism level. In the next section, a
new efficient array architecture is proposed.

3. A New Array Architecture

The proposed architecture, designated by“New-AB2”,
is based onVos architecture but presents some signifi-
cant improvements in two different aspects:i) processor
structure;ii) data transfer. Due to the similarities between
the processing schemes of these two architectures, the de-
scription of the proposed structure is done by contrasting
its optimized characteristics with those presented by Vos
and Stegherr [9]. Therefore, references toVosarchitecture
will be done whenever it is convenient.

3.1. Processor Structure

The diagram shown in fig. 4 illustrates the main dif-
ferences between the architecture proposed by Vos, rep-
resented using solid and dotted style lines (������ ), and
theNew-AB2architecture, represented with solid and dot-
dashed style lines (��� ).

Like other type I bidimensional structures, each pixel
of the reference macroblock is assigned to one of theN2
PEs that compute the SAD similarity function (designated
by active PEs). Besides thisactive block, the processor
proposed by Vos is also composed by twopassive blocks
with 2p � N passive PEs, which are appended to each
side of the active block (see fig. 4). Each passive PE is
composed by running-data registers for the displacement
and storage of search area pixels. Both the reference mac-
roblock and the search area pixels are transfered into the
processor through two vertical input register chains, with
lengthN and2p+N , respectively.

Within the PE array, search area pixels can be displaced
in 3 directions: upwards, downwards and to the left. If at
a given clock cycle one column with2p + N pixels of
the search area is fed into the structure through the set of2p+N upper inputs, all search area pixels within the PE
array are simultaneously shifted one position to the left.
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Figure 4: Type I processor array for FSBM motion estimation, con-
sidering each reference macroblock with N � N pixels(N = 3) and the search area composed by (N + 2p)�(N + 2p) pixels (p = 1).

During the next2p + 1 clock cycles, search area data is
shifted downwards one position per cycle. Meanwhile, the
pixels corresponding to different candidate macroblocks
are transferred through the several active PEs, which pro-
vide one similarity value at each clock cycle. After2p+1
shift-down operations, another left shift of the search area
is performed and a new column of pixels is fed in the
right side of the array. However, this column is now
loaded through the2p+N lower inputs. This alternation
of input positions in the input register chain is repeated
along the search process. During the next2p + 1 clock
cycles, search area data is shifted upwards in a similar
manner as described above, being shifted to the left af-
ter 2p + 1 clock cycles. This zig-zag processing scheme
provides fast processing capabilities, preventing the need
for dummy clock cycles between two adjacent lines of
the search area. These extra cycles are often required by
other architectures to displace search area data inside the
array [4, 3].

The processing scheme ofVosarchitecture can be rep-
resented in a simplified way by the sequence of states pre-
sented in fig. 5. The fraction of the search area being pro-
cessed by the structure at a given clock cycle was repre-
sented using a solid-line rectangle, whereas those leav-
ing or entering the processor were represented using a
dashed-line rectangle. The bottom dashed-line rectangles
represent search area fractions entering the processor in
the next clock cycle, while the top dashed-line ones rep-
resent search fractions leaving the array, corresponding to
the start of the search procedure in a new row of candidate
macroblocks.

From fig. 5 it is possible to realize that in an ar-
ray composed byN2 active PEs and by2 � N (2p� 1)
passive PEs, used to process search fractions withN �(N + 2p� 1) pixels, half of the total amount of passive
PEs,N � (2p� 1), are not being used. However, these
passive PEs are required whenever search area pixels are
displaced into their registers. The solution proposed to
overcome this drawback consists in disposing theVospla-
nar structure over a cylindrical surface, as it is shown in
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Figure 5: Zig-zag data flow of search area pixels in Vos architec-

ture (N = 4, p = 2).

fig. 6. By doing so, since the pair of passive blocks is su-
perimposed, one can naturally discard one of them, using
the other to displace the search area pixels. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that the zig-zag processing scheme can
still be applied to this modified structure, preserving the
properties ofVosarchitecture but keeping all PEs busy at
any instant.

A simplified block diagram of the proposednew-AB2
structure is presented in fig. 7. The cylindrical structure of
fig. 6(b) is obtained by connecting the passive PEs located
on the right margin of the passive block with the active
PEs of the left margin of the active block, as it was shown
in fig. 4. The processing scheme of this architecture is
shown in fig. 8, for the same setup of fig. 5.

Contrasting with the architecture proposed by Vos,
this structure does not require the usage of passive PEs

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Rearrangement of the processor array: (a) - planar pro-
cessor; (b) - the pair of passive blocks is superimposed
by disposing the processor over a cylindrical surface.
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Figure 7: Simplified diagram of the proposed new-AB2 structure.
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Figure 8: Zig-zag data flow of search area pixels in the proposed

new-AB2 architecture (N = 4, p = 2).

not carrying useful data at some clock cycles. More-
over, the zig-zag processing scheme ofVos architecture
is preserved, thus maintaining its recognized efficiency
properties. However, whileVos architecture requires[N + 2� (2p� 1)℄ �N registers, in the proposed archi-
tecture only[N + (2p� 1)℄ � N registers are necessary.
The chart presented in fig. 9 shows the variation of the
number of registers required by both structures to per-
form the displacement of search area pixels, by consid-
eringN = 16 andk = p=N . The line-chart represented
with the2 marks shows the relation between the number
of registers required by both architectures. This relation
is about60% for k = 1 (p = N ) and55% for k = 2
(p = 2N ).
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Figure 9: Relation between the required number of displacement
registers in Vos architecture and in the new-AB2 archi-
tecture.

3.2. Data Transfer

Many motion estimation architectures require extra
clock cycles between the processing of adjacent lines of
the search area to displace the search data inside the ar-
ray [4, 3]. Moreover, additional clock cycles are often
spared in many architectures between consecutive refer-
ence macroblocks to insert and remove unused or already
processed data from the array [9, 3]. In both situations,
these extra clock cycles often lead to the loss of a signifi-
cant amount of time.

Although the zig-zag processing scheme proposed by
Vos provides the means to avoid the time loss associ-
ated with the displacement of search data inside the ar-
ray, it does not prevent from sparing extra clock cycles
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between consecutive reference macroblocks. To minimize
this problem, Vos proposed the usage of running-data reg-
isters to store the pixels corresponding to the next refer-
ence macroblock while the current reference macroblock
was being processed in the so called standing-data regis-
ters. When this processing is concluded, the next refer-
ence macroblock can then be instantaneously transfered
from the running-data registers to the standing-data regis-
ters.

However, this transfer mechanism is not sufficient to
eliminate the need for extra clock cycles, since search area
data still has to be loaded into the array. To circumvent
this limitation, a new data transfer method based on the
usage of an aditional pre-fetch layer (see fig. 10) is now
proposed. With such a structure, it is now possible to pre-
load both the reference and part of the search area data
corresponding to the next reference macroblock, while the
current macroblock is being processed. Data stored in the
so-called transparent layer is transferred to the process-
ing layer as soon as the last candidate macroblock is pro-
cessed. Therefore, not only does this structure preload ref-
erence macroblock data likeVosstructure does (by using
the so-called running-data registers), but it also enables
a simultaneous prefetching of the search area data, mak-
ing it possible to compute a new similarity value in every
clock cycle.

It is worth noting that this improved transfer scheme
does not imply any increase of the data input bandwidth.
In fact, during the processing of a reference macroblock,
it is now necessary to load(N +2p� 1)� (2p� 1) pixels
corresponding to the current search area,(N+2p�1)�N
pixels corresponding to the next search area andN2 pix-
els of the next reference macroblock, which is exactly the
same amount of pixels that would be required if no trans-
parent layer was used. However, this efficiency improve-
ment implies the usage of some more registers: with the
proposednew-AB2structure2� [N + (2p� 1)℄�N reg-
isters are required, while with the originalVosarchitecture[N + 2� (2p� 1)℄�N registers are used, thus leading to
an increase ofN2 registers. In a typical implementation,
with N = 16 andk = 1 (p = N = 16), it represents an
increase of only20:5%, which can be easily accepted if
the achieved performance gains are taken into account.

3.3. Processor Element

The internal structure of the active PE is shown in
fig. 11. A PE is composed by four main blocks: the search
area transfer circuit (A), the reference macroblock load
circuit (B), the absolute difference arithmetic unit (C) and
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Figure 11: Active processor element: (A) Search area transfer cir-
cuit; (B) Reference macroblock load circuit; (C) Abso-
lute difference arithmetic unit; (D) Accumulator circuit.

the accumulator circuit (D). Since passive PEs are only re-
sponsible for the displacement of search area pixels, its in-
ternal structure is entirely similar to the search area trans-
fer circuit of the active PE (block A). The search pixel
used in the computation of the similarity measure is se-
lected from the set of four pixels supplied by the three PEs
located below, on the left and on the right of the consid-
ered PE and by the corresponding transparent layer regis-
ter (S2 input). The selected pixel is then transferred to an
internal standing-data register. In contrast, the reference
pixel is only transferred from the running-data register to
the standing-data register when the processing of a new
reference macroblock begins. The SAD similarity mea-
sure is computed in the absolute difference arithmetic unit
and the obtained result is added with the partial sum ob-
tained from the lower level neighbor PE (see fig. 7). These
partial sums are accumulated along each of theN columns
of the active block, giving rise toN partial results of the
similarity function at the outputs of theN active PEs lo-
cated in the upper margin of the array (see fig. 7). These
results are subsequently accumulated by alog2N level
adder-tree, to obtain the similarity value of the candidate
macroblock under consideration. This value is fed to the
comparator, which retains the similarity measure and the
displacement vector corresponding to the best matching
candidate macroblock.

4. Experimental Results

The desired efficiency level of the proposed proces-
sor can only be achieved if its implementation is carried
out in conjunction with a careful study of the blocks that
more significantly affect its overall performance, trying to



minimize its processing critical path. The most time con-
suming operations performed by the processor are those
involved in the computation of the SAD similarity mea-
sure: addition, subtraction and absolute value computa-
tion. Consequently, gate level optimizations must be con-
sidered and carried out in order to obtain the shortest crit-
ical path as possible.

According to the active PE architecture presented in
fig. 11, two logic blocks determine its critical path: the
absolute difference arithmetic unit (block C) and the ac-
cumulation circuit (block D). One of the considered ap-
proaches to minimize the propagation time of each logic
block consisted in the usage of a growing bit-vector
operand strategy. Hence, while the absolute difference
arithmetic unit performs its operation on 8-bit input val-
ues, the accumulation circuit operates on 12-bit operands,
required to accommodate the accumulation of all partial
values of a given column. Following the same strategy,
16-bit operands were considered in the adder tree struc-
tures, thus providing the required dynamic range.

To further minimize the processing time, both the ac-
tive PEs and the adder tree accumulation circuits were im-
plemented using carry-save adder topologies. However, to
prevent unnecessary wide bit-vector operands, as a conse-
quence of the 1-bit growth between each stage of these
carry-save accumulation circuits, an incrementer circuit
was used to perform the computation of the most signifi-
cant bits of the sum.

Sklansky prefix-adder structures [8] were used due to
their significant advantages in what concerns the mini-
mization of the critical path. These advantages become
even more evident when the critical path enters the adder
structure through its carry-in port (e.g. the incrementer
unit of the active PE architecture presented in fig. 11).

The description of the several blocks that compose
the processor was carried out using IEEE-VHDL descrip-
tion language. To achieve the required characteristics in
what concerns the processor configurability, this descrip-
tion was focused on easily obtaining fully parameterizable
VHDL code, by making extensive use of ‘generic’ type
configuration inputs. Furthermore, a fully structural de-
scription of these circuits was carried out, by using the
most elementary logic operations provided by the imple-
mentation library, in order to achieve the required opti-
mization levels of the several processing structures.

A FSBM chip based on the proposed architecture was
designed with Synopsys synthesis tools and Cadence de-
sign tools, using a standard cell library based on a0:25�m
CMOS technology process. The implemented processor is
composed by16� 16 active PEs (N = 16), with a search
range from -15 to +16 pixels (p = 16). Since the active
PE is the most important module, a careful optimization
procedure was carried out in terms of area and speed. The
total area of the implemented chip is about16:07mm2,
with a total pin-count of 56. The main characteristics of
the processor are presented in table 2.

The chip is able to deliver 28.6GOPs at36:5MHz over
typical voltage and temperature ranges, giving rise to a
total of 1.78GOPs=mm2. In each clock cycle, each of
the N2 active PEs computes one difference, one abso-
lute value and one accumulation operation; each of the

Table 2: Chip characteristics.

Algorithm FSBM
Block size� 16� 16
Search range� �15;+16
Maximum resolution� 4CIF 16frame/s

Process 0:25�m CMOS-1P5M
Supply voltage 2:5V / 3:3V
Die size 4� 4mm
Active PE area 32; 184:1�m2
Maximum frequency 36:5MHz
Pin Count 56�- configurable�2log2N � 1� adder-tree PEs computes one addition; and

the comparator unit computes one comparison.

5. Conclusions

A new efficient type I architecture for motion esti-
mation in video sequences was proposed in this paper.
This architecture presents minimum latency, maximum
throughput and full utilization of the hardware resources.
These optimized characteristics were achieved through the
development of a new processing scheme for the proces-
sor array and through the introduction of an extra pre-fetch
layer to avoid the need for extra clock cycles to transfer
the data between the processor and the video coding sys-
tem. Experimental results proved that this architecture can
be used to implement the existing ITU-T H.26x and ISO
MPEG video coding standards, with configurable search
ranges and video quality tradeoffs. The implemented pro-
cessor is able to estimate motion vectors in 4CIF video
sequences at a rate of 16 frames/s.
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